SUBJ press selection list -- east europe 23 jan

Full Text Superzone of Message

1 Section I 23 Jan
2 Poland
3 negative selection -- rzeczpospolita, slowo powszechne 21 jan
4 section II
5 albania
6 selection to be included in subsequent presslist
7 bulgaria
8 no newspapers received
9 romania
10 1. adevarul 19 jan, pp 1,8 dumitru tinu article on saddam husayn's policy and his first attack on israel "tomorrow luxemburg?" 500 (text)
11 cancel: au1401112391 under romania, item 13, romania libera 10 jan, p 1, open letter by commission of action for the democratization of the army [cada] to defense minister stanculescu, 200 (text) -- on merit
12 au2101121491 under romania, item 16, azi 19 jan, p 2, deirector and chef editor of 'romania mare' oaoer note of protest against president of writers' union, mircea dinescu, 200 (text) -- on merit
13 yugoslavia
14 1. pobjeda 17 jan p 1 d. garic report on milo djukanovic being asked to form new montenegrin government 900 (excerpts 300).
15 2. vecernji list 19 jan pp 12,13 darko djurek interview with slovene president kucan 6,000 (excerpts 2,000)
16 cancel: 17 jan press selection list au1701120791 and add, under yugoslavia, item 5 -- vecernji list 16 jan p 3 nenad figenwald report on croat government considering new currency 500 (excerpts 300) -- filing from other sources.
17 section III 23 jan
18 czechoslovakia
19 1. mlada fronta dnes 18 jan p 3, martin komarek commentary "questions for the slovak prime minister" suggesting that one-half of present members of slovak government "do not have a clean past" which explains slovak opposition to screenings 1,200 (text);
20 2. narodna obroda 19 jan p 3, igor cibula commentary responding to mlada fronta dnes attack on slovak prime minister 600 (excerpt 400);
21 3. hospodarske noviny 21 jan p 1, interview with deputy foreign trade minister martak on czechoslovakia's past trade relations with iraq, extent of iraq's debt 700 (excerpt 250); p 5, reprint from slovensky dennik, daily of christian democratic movement, of excerpts from slovak christian democrats' economic program (including demand for slovak control over prices, taxation, foreign trade) 300 (text); p 8, report on public opinion poll surveying prague citizens' views on gulf war, extent of support for czechoslovakia's involvement 300 (filing from ctk); p 8, report on constituent meeting of national committee of helsinki civic assembly 100 (filing from ctk);
22 4. narodna obroda 22 jan p 1, report on fire in dukovany nuclear power station 100 (filing from ctk); pp 1, 2 report on news conference given by
chairman of Slovak anti-monopoly office on jurisdiction disputes between Slovak and federal governments over anti-monopoly policy 400 (text); p 2, report on withdrawal of last Soviet air force unit from Czechoslovakia, figures on remaining Soviet troops 100 (filing from CTK); p 2, Slovak statistical office report on development of prices in last quarter of 1990 100 (text); p 2, report on formation of Slovak democratic union, new electoral coalition of ten opposition parties 100 (filing from CTK); p 3, Vavrova article on Slovak government's determination to divert the flow of the Danube to be able to complete Gabcikovo Danube Dam without Hungary 700 (text);

5. Smena 22 Jan p 1, interview with Frantisek Mikloško, chairman of Slovak parliament, on reasons for Slovak opposition to screenings of top Slovak officials 300 (text);

6. Verejnost 22 Jan pp 1, 3 interview with Slovak Prime Minister Meciar during his visit to Verejnost editorial office 1,100 (excerpts 600); pp 1, 3 interview with Slovak Deputy Prime Minister Kucerák explaining government's stance on Slovak miners' demand for subsidy 1,000 (editorial report 300); p 2, report on Czechoslovak foreign ministry protest against Soviet use of force in Latvia 200 (filing from CTK);

7. Pravda 22 Jan p 2, report on World Bank mission in Czechoslovakia negotiating terms of a 250 million dollar World Bank loan 100 (filing from CTK); p 2, report on Palestinian embassy protest against Czechoslovak media distortion of PLO stand on Gulf War 100 (filing from CTK); p 2, report on observation of unidentified flying object in South Moravia, possibly a destroyed satellite 100 (text);

26 negative selection -- Svobodne slovo 21 Jan;

27 Hungary

1. Magyar Hirlap 22 Jan pp 1, 5, interview with Geza Szocs, general secretary of the Association of Hungarians in Romania RMDSZ on tasks, foreign policy trends 850 (text); -- p 3, Correspondent's report on Austrian-Hungarian talks on the planned Expo 1995 400 (to be filed from MTI).